
Initial Setup Drawing Phase Scoring Phase
Each player draws 3 cards from the 
Themes deck. Your 3 Themes are your 
Obsessions. Keep them for the rest of the 
game unless another card instructs you 
to replace them. Place them face up for 
others to see. Write down a pen name & 
title for your comic.

As a group, select a Difficulty Mode (Pro, 
Apprentice, or Student). This determines how 
much time everyone has to draw (5, 6, 8 mins 
respectively). Come up with a story using your 
Obsessions. Use a stopwatch or phone to keep 
track of time. Everyone starts together and 
must stop immediately when time is up.   

Going clockwise, each player reads their comic 
aloud to the group. The group judges & grants 
Fame µ per the Basic Rules:
•   1µ per Obsession drawn or mentioned
•   2µ bonus for not exceeding 3 Word Balloons
•   2µ bonus for filling all Panels

 Round 1      

Pen Name:
Title:

Fame µ:



Trend Selection Phase Drawing Phase
The Trendsetter draws 2 cards from the 
Trends deck and selects 1 to be in effect this 
round. The selected Trend Card should be 
placed face up for all players to see. 
Pro mode: draw 3 Trend Cards & select 2.

Keep the same time limit from Round 1. 
Maximize your Fame µ by drawing a comic 
that satisfies your Obsessions as well as the 
current Trends. Start the timer!

 Round 2  
Pen Name:
Title:

Fame µ:

Scoring Phase
Each player reads their comic aloud. The group 
judges and grants Fame µ per the Basic Rules 
and the current Trend Cards. 



 Round 3

Trend Selection Phase Drawing Phase Scoring Phase
Discard previous Trend Cards. The Trendsetter 
draws 3 Trend Cards & selects 2 to be in effect. 
Pro mode: draw 4 Trend Cards & select 3.

Keep the same time limit. Maximize your 
Fame µ by drawing a comic that satisfies 
your Obsessions & the current Trend Cards.

Each player reads their comic aloud. The 
group judges and grants Fame µ per the Basic 
Rules and the current Trend Cards. 

Pen Name:
Title:

Fame µ:



 Round 4

Trend Selection Phase Drawing Phase Scoring Phase
Discard previous Trend Cards. The Trendsetter 
draws 4 Trend Cards & selects 3 to be in effect. 
Pro mode: draw 5 Trend Cards & select 4.

Keep the same time limit from previous 
rounds. Maximize your Fame µ by drawing 
a comic that satisfies your Obsessions and 
the current Trend Cards.

Each player reads their comic aloud. The group 
judges and grants Fame µ per the Basic Rules 
and the current Trend Cards. At the end of this 
round, the player with the most Fame µ wins!!

Pen Name:
Title:

Fame µ:


